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Abstract

Autonomous and self-powered micropumps are in critical demand for versatile cell- and tissue-

based applications as well as for low-cost point-of-care testing (POCT) in microfluidics fields. The 

hydrostatic pressure-driven passive micropumps are simple and widely used, but they cannot 

maintain steady and continuous flow for long periods of time. Here, we propose a hydrostatic 

pressure-driven passive micropump enhanced with siphon-based autofill function, which can 

realize the autonomous and continuous perfusion with well-controlled steady flow over an 

extended time without electric power consumption. The characterization results reveal that both 
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the cycle number in one refilling loop and the siphon diameter will affect the refilling time. 

Furthermore, this micropump also enables multiplexed medium delivery under either the same or 

different flow conditions with high flexibility. The system was validated using an in vitro 
vasculogenesis model over the course of several days. Most importantly, the device can 

consistently provide steady medium perfusion for up to 5 days at a predefined hydrostatic pressure 

drop without the need for supplemental medium changes. We believe that this hydrostatic 

pressure-driven passive micropump will become a critical module for a broad range of 

sophisticated microfluidic operations and applications.

TOC image

We present a micropump enhanced with siphon-based autofill function to realize autonomous and 

continuous perfusion with steady flow over extended time.

Introduction

Delivery of continuous and steady medium flow with accurate flow control is essential for 

3D cell/tissue culture inside microfluidic devices, especially for recent organ-on-a-chip 

applications [1, 2]. In order to generate constant and well-controlled flow in a microfluidic 

system, external active macropumps such as syringe pumps [3], electrokinetic pumps [4], 

and compressed air pumps [5] are commonly utilized. However, these types of bulky 

pumping equipment usually require external electrical power supplies and the corresponding 

control units, which make them unsuitable for POCT applications that are typically portable 

diagnostic and monitoring devices [6]. For cell/tissue culture applications, since their 

culturing microenvironments need to be well maintained at 37°C in 5% CO2, it is generally 

prohibitive since the external components of a macropump, such as electric wires or pressure 

control tubings, would all need to be placed into an incubator. Even though versatile on-chip 

active micropumps, such as membrane micropump [7], rotary micropump [8], diffuser 

micropump [9], ultrasonic micropump [10], electroosmotic micropump [11], electro-

hydrodynamic micropump [12] and magneto-hydrodynamic micropump [13], have been 

developed to realize the flow operations with smaller footprints, the flow capacity is 

insufficient for long-term operation and they still need control signals from external MEMS 

actuators or transducers to initiate or stop flow, making them difficult to operate inside 

incubators.
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To overcome these limitations, researchers have developed a number of low-cost, zero 

electric power consumption, and portable on-chip passive micropumps by different 

approaches. The pumping mechanism based on pressure difference is the most 

straightforward and commonly used method in various microfluidics-based applications. 

Examples of this category of micropumps include the hydrostatic pressure-driven 

micropump based on either difference in medium height or controlled liquid evaporation rate 

between inlet and outlet medium reservoirs [14,15], the surface tension-driven micropump 

based on the droplets with different sizes at inlet and outlet ports [16], the osmotic pressure-

driven micropump based on the solutions with different concentrations [17], as well as the 

gas pressure difference-based micropump based on pre-vacuumed PDMS as negative 

pressure or gas generation through chemical reactions as positive pressure [18,19]. Among 

these pumping mechanisms, each has its own pros and cons. In particular, the pressure 

difference-driven micropump could not regulate the flow rate well, and is only suitable for 

short-term use. Therefore, it is unsuited to applications that need long-term stable flows, like 

3D cell/tissue culture in microfluidic device. Another promising pumping mechanism takes 

advantage of capillary force by using either paper or textile wicking as thread pump [20,21], 

or by designing a branched microstructure with different dimensions close to the outlet [22], 

which can generate the adjustable flow rates inside microfluidic channels. Due to the 

relatively small capillary force, the micropump based on this mechanism is not suitable for 

maintaining a high flow rate. Recently, another pumping concept by applying finger force on 

a deformable chamber [23] or pumping lid [24] was reported, which can generate the 

flexible flow rate control by the design of the pressure chamber or pumping lid with 

different dimensions or geometries. However, this pumping mechanism is still difficult to 

operate inside an incubator with a closed environment for a long time. The siphon effect has 

been widely utilized as siphon valves in centrifugal microfluidic platforms [25], but is rarely 

utilized as the microfluidics-based micropump.

Here, we present a flexible hydrostatic pressure-driven passive micropump enhanced with 

siphon-based autofill function, which can realize autonomous and continuous fluid perfusion 

inside the microfluidic chip with accurately controlled steady flow for a long period of time. 

Compared with the previous on-chip passive micropumps, this micropump exhibits multiple 

beneficial features on a single platform, including: (1) small size (13×5×6 cm3) and 

lightweight (60 g) of single disassembled system for portability; (2) simple system setup 

with easily acquired components and ease of operation without peripheral equipment; (3) 

autofill function enabling long-term perfusion with constant flow rate; (4) flow rate driven 

by hydrostatic pressure drop can be easily and accurately adjusted; and, (5) multiplexed flow 

conditions are possible with high controllability and flexibility. As a model application that 

takes advantage of these capabilities, a microvascular network formation model under the 

stimulus of interstitial flow was established to demonstrate the effectiveness and power of 

this enhanced micropump.
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Materials & Methods

Platform setup

Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of whole platform setup, and its assembly process is 

presented in a movie clip (ESI† Movie S1). A microfluidic chip, attached with bottomless 

plastic vials as medium reservoirs at both inlet and outlet ports is mounted on the object 

stage of a clamping platform. To enable versatile applications, microfluidic chips with 

different microchannel geometries and dimensions can be integrated into this platform. A 

tightly sealed conical tube with large volume (e.g. 50 mL) is fixed by the clamping platform 

positioned above the inlet medium reservoir (IMR), which can function as the medium 

storage container (MSC). Two plastic tubings with different heights can function as siphons 

to establish the interconnection between MSC and IMR. Briefly, these tubings can be 

connected with conical tube at different location by using a needle and sealed by hot glue or 

epoxy. To ensure there is enough pressure to induce flow inside the low siphon to activate 

the siphoning effect, the top end of the straight low siphon should be positioned as close to 

the bottom of the MSC as possible. For the bent high siphon, its top end can be placed at any 

position above the top end of the low siphon, and its bottom end should be positioned at the 

desired height to maintain the desired constant liquid level inside the IMR. To control the 

liquid level at the outlet medium reservoir (OMR), another tube can be inserted into the 

OMR at the desired height to divert the redundant medium into a waste liquid container. 

Therefore, a constant hydrostatic pressure drop between IMR and OMR can be generated to 

supply the steady flow inside the microfluidic chip, which also enables the long-term 

perfusion with the assistance of siphon-based autofill function.

Principle of siphon-based autofill function

A siphon can be explained as a tube or pipe that allows liquid to flow from the higher level 

to the lower level without using pumps, which can be mathematically described by 

Bernoulli’s equation. The Bernoulli equation is an approximate relation between pressure, 

velocity, and elevation, which is only valid for incompressible flow and is expressed as:

V2
2 + gh + P

ρ = constant (1)

where V is the fluid velocity at the chosen point along the streamline, g is the gravitational 

acceleration constant, h is the elevation of the point above a reference plane, with the 

positive direction pointing upward, P is the pressure at the chosen point, ρ is the density of 

the fluid at all points along the streamline, and the value of constant will be the same at any 

point along a given steady state streamline with non-dissipative flowing fluid in the same 

fluid systems. For both the low siphon and the high siphon, their top ends are set as the 

starting points of the siphon and their corresponding horizontal planes are the reference 

elevations. As shown in Fig. 2a, applying Bernoulli’s equation to the liquid surface inside 

MSC based on the reference elevation of the low siphon (RELS):
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VC
2

2 + ghLA +
Pur
ρ = constant (2)

where VC is the falling speed of liquid surface inside MSC, hLA is the distance between the 

liquid surface inside MSC and the RELS, and Pur is the air pressure inside MSC.

Compared with the large volume inside MSC, its volume change during each refilling loop 

is very limited. Therefore, by assuming that MSC is infinite, the falling speed of its liquid 

surface can be set to zero (VC=0). Equation (2) can be further simplified as:

ghLA +
Pur
ρ = constant (3)

Applying Bernoulli’s equation to the draining point of the low siphon (DPLS) at the height 

of -hLB relative to RELS before submerging into medium inside IMR (Fig. 2a):

VL
2

2 + ghLB +
Patm

ρ = constant (4)

where VL is the flow velocity at the DPLS, and Patm is the atmospheric pressure. After 

submerging, applying Bernoulli’s equation to the low siphon positioned at the liquid surface 

inside IMR (Fig. 2b):

VR
2

2 + ghLM +
Patm

ρ = constant (5)

where VR is the flow velocity inside the low siphon at the position of liquid surface inside 

the IMR, and -hLM is the distance of liquid surface inside IMR below the RELS.

Since the siphon is a single system, the constant in all of the above equations is the same. 

Setting equation 3 and 4 equal to each other gives:

VL
2

2 − ghLB +
Patm

ρ = ghLA +
Pur
ρ (6)

Solving for VL:

VL
2 = 2 g(hLA + hLB) +

Pur − Patm
ρ (7)
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Similarly, the velocity VS at the draining point of the high siphon (DPHS) based on the 

reference elevation of the high siphon (REHS) can be represented as:

VS
2 = 2 g(hSA + hSB) +

Pur − Patm
ρ (8)

where hSA is the distance of liquid surface relative to the REHS inside the MSC, and hSB is 

the distance between the REHS and DPHS. Therefore, the velocity difference between the 

DPLS and the DPHS before submerging can be expressed as:

VL
2 − VS

2 = 2gd (9)

where d is the distance between the DPHS and DPLS. Similarly, their velocity difference 

after submerging can be represented as:

VR
2 − VS

2 = 2gΔd (10)

where Δd is the distance between the DPHS and the liquid surface inside IMR.

In order to activate the siphoning effect, there must be flow coming from the low siphon first 

to perfuse IMR (i.e. VL>0). From equation 7, the following pressure relationship should be 

satisfied:

Pur + ρg(hLA + hLB) > Patm (11)

It can be easily realized by increasing the length of the low siphon (hLB) through the flexible 

height adjustment of the clamping platform. With the drop of liquid level inside the MSC, its 

inside pressure P’ur will decrease accordingly. According to equation 8, when the liquid 

level inside the MSC drops to h’SA relative to the REHS, it satisfies the following pressure 

relationship:

Pur′ + ρg(hSA′ + hSB) = Patm (12)

At this moment, the velocity VS at DPHS will become zero, as shown in Fig. 2b. However, 

there still will be flow coming from the low siphon at the velocity of VR = 2gΔd to raise the 

liquid level inside the IMR continuously as long as the height difference Δd exists.

As the liquid level inside the MSC drops gradually, the inside pressure P’ur will decrease 

continuously. Under the effect of atmospheric pressure, air will be pushed into the high 

siphon from its draining point to induce cavitation. Simultaneously, air bubbles will appear 

within the MSC, which can increase the inside pressure P’’ur accordingly (Fig. 2c). As a 
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result, the liquid level inside the IMR will rise continuously until it is flush with the DPHS 

to block the air supplementation (Fig. 2d). Thus, the DPHS will determine the height of 

liquid level inside the IMR, which can be flexibly adjusted by changing its position. With 

the slow medium perfusion into the microfluidic channel through the inlet port, the liquid 

level inside the IMR will decrease accordingly. Once it is below the DPHS, air will be 

pushed into MSC again to re-adjust the liquid level height to the DPHS (Fig. 2e). The whole 

process repeats itself autonomously (Fig. 2f), and finally realizes the siphon-based autofill 

function.

To better understand this principle, the siphon-based autofill function can be simulated into a 

simplified electric circuit model. For the air supplementation into the MSC during the 

cavitation process from the high siphon, it can be analogous to the capacitor charging 

process, as shown in Fig. 3a. Since the air volume inside the MSC is always changing, it can 

be treated as a variable capacitor C(P’’ur). The switch represents whether there is air 

supplementation into the MSC, which is determined by the distance between the liquid level 

inside the IMR and the DPHS. Once this distance becomes zero, it corresponds to the 

switch-off. The negative pressure P’ur inside MSC can be treated as the reference voltage 

V(P’ur) at the time when the first cavitation process initiates, and the atmospheric pressure at 

the DPHS is considered as the DC voltage source V(atm). After power consumption by the 

resistance of R(hSB) along the high siphon and R(h’SA) through the medium inside the IMR, 

if the applied voltage is still higher than V(P’ur), C(P’’ur) will be charged which corresponds 

to the generation of air bubbles inside the MSC. For the IMR during the auto-filling process 

with liquid through the low siphon, since the liquid level inside the MSC and IMR almost 

has no change during the adjacent refilling processes, it can be treated as the reference 

voltage V(h’’LA+h’LM), as shown in Fig. 3b. As the variable capacitor C(P’’ur) charges, 

once the total amount of applied voltage is higher than the voltage of V(atm) that represents 

the atmospheric pressure positioned at the liquid level inside the IMR, the fixed capacitor 

C(IMR) will be charged continuously until the switch during the cavitation process is off. 

Due to the fixed electrical potential difference between the input voltage V(IMR) of the 

fixed capacitor C(IMR) and output voltage V(OMR), the current passing through the 

resistance of microfluidic channel Rchannel is constant, which corresponds to the steady flow 

inside the microfluidic channel.

Sensitivity analysis of autofill function

Theoretically, during each autofill process, once the liquid surface inside the IMR is below 

the DPHS, the autofill function will be activated immediately. However, in the practical 

applications, when the liquid surface inside the IMR touches the DPHS, a liquid column 

with certain height hw will usually appear inside the high siphon due to either the capillary 

effect of the high siphon or pressure fluctuation inside MSC (Fig. 4a). In this case, even 

though the liquid surface inside the IMR drops to the level below the DPHS, there is still no 

air bubble appeared inside MSC to supplement the pressure, which means the autofill 

function will be invalid. Therefore in order to restart the autofill function, the pressure PMSC 

inside the MSC must be further reduced to withdraw the liquid column from the high 

siphon, which could only be realized by the drop of liquid level inside the IMR. Suppose 

when the liquid surface inside the IMR drops to the distance of h’LW relative to the RELS 
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(Fig. 4b), the liquid column can be removed to restart the autofill function again. The 

pressure change inside the MSC during the reactivation stage can be represented as:

ΔPMSC = PMSC − PMSC′ = ρg(hLW′ − hLM′ ) (13)

This pressure change ΔPMSC should at least offset the extra pressure induced by the liquid 

column inside the high siphon. Therefore, the following pressure relationship should be 

satisfied:

ρg(hLW′ − hLM′ ) ≥ ρghw (14)

This indicates that the liquid surface inside the IMR must drop a distance of at least hw 

relative to the DPHS to restart the autofill function. Since medium perfusion into the 

microfluidic chip through the inlet port is very slow, it will take quite a long time to restart 

the autofill function with low sensitivity. Therefore, to increase the sensitivity of the autofill 

function, a liquid column inside the high siphon must be avoided (i.e. hw=0).

Liquid barrier connector fabrication and operation optimization

In order to completely eliminate the formation of the liquid column inside the high siphon, a 

homemade liquid barrier connector (LBC) was fabricated and installed at the DPHS, as 

shown in Fig. 5a. Briefly, a gas permeable/liquid impermeable PTFE film with the pore size 

of 1μm was hermetically sealed at one side of the connector, and the other side was tightly 

connected with the high siphon. The fabrication procedure of the LBC was simple, and its 

assembly process and prototype were shown in a movie clip (ESI† Movie S6) and Fig. S1, 

respectively. First, two circular disks and the liquid barrier film were separately cut out from 

a 5 mm thick premade PDMS slab and a thin PTFE film by using the puncher with the 

diameter of 10 mm. Then, holes with the diameter of the high siphon and 4 mm were 

separately punched at the center of these two PDMS disks. After their plasma bonding as the 

housing of LBC, the punched film was glued to this housing by the highly viscous prebaked 

PDMS without blocking the 4 mm opening. Finally, the fully cured connector was inserted 

into the cap of the IMR, which could be manually moved to adjust the liquid level inside the 

IMR with high flexibility.

Moreover, to further increase the sensitivity of this enhanced micropump, it is also necessary 

to prevent liquid column formation inside the high siphon during the initial filling process in 

which the medium perfusion into the IMR from the low siphon. As shown in Fig. 5b, if the 

top end of the high siphon is immersed into the liquid inside the MSC, the high siphon 

should be lifted up to prevent liquid column formation inside it until air bubbles appear 

inside the MSC. Then, the high siphon can be lowered and interconnected with the movable 

LBC. Meanwhile, air bubbles inside the MSC would become smaller and faster. Otherwise, 

the high siphon can be interconnected with LBC directly without inducing the liquid column 

during both the initial filling and the subsequent refilling process, but no air bubble will 

appear inside the MSC as the indicator (Fig. 5c).
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Finite element simulation of interstitial flow for vasculogenesis

Finite element simulations on interstitial flow for vasculogenesis under the drive of a 

constant hydrostatic pressure drop were performed by COMSOL Multiphysics 4.3 (Comsol 

Inc., Burlington, MA, USA). The chip design for the vasculogenesis assay was similar to 

those described in our previous studies [14, 26]. The interstitial flow across a porous fibrin 

gel with low permeability of 1.5×10−13 m2 inside the tissue chamber was simulated by 

employing the Brinkman equation for momentum transportation. Due to the steady 

hydrostatic pressure drop between the IMR and OMR, the corresponding pressure drop 

across each tissue chamber was constant to generate the uniform interstitial flow profile, 

which is the biophysical cue inside the fibrin gel necessary to stimulate vasculogenesis.

Cell culture

Human endothelial colony forming cell-derived ECs (ECFC-ECs) were isolated from cord 

blood [27], expanded on a flask coated with 10 μg/mL fibronectin (Sigma Aldrich) in 

EGM-2 (Lonza), and used between passages 4-6. Human normal lung fibroblasts (NHLF) 

were purchased from Lonza, expanded in DMEM (Corning) containing 10% FBS (Gemini 

Bio), and used between passages 6-8. All cell types were grown in a 37°C/5% CO2/20% O2 

incubator with 100% humidified air environment, and all experimental procedures for 

embedding cell/tissue into microfluidic device were performed inside a Biosafety Level 2 

laminar flow hood with sterile techniques as previously described [14, 28].

Results

Effectiveness of enhanced micropump with autofill function

We first tested the effectiveness of the LBC on the sensitivity of the siphon-based autofill 

function. As shown in a movie clip (ESI† Movie S2), the sensitivity of autofill function 

without using the LBC was very low due to the liquid column formation inside the high 

siphon that postponed the cavitation process. The autofill function could be reactivated only 

if the liquid column inside the high siphon was removed with the liquid level in the IMR 

dropping. However, with the LBC, the autofill function could be activated immediately once 

the liquid level was below the liquid barrier film sealed on the connector (i.e. predefined 

liquid level).

In addition, the comparison experiments on the maintenance of hydrostatic pressure drop 

were conducted based on the micropump with and without autofill function for a 

microfluidic chip. Here, a long straight microchannel with the length of 45 mm and the 

diameter of 0.7 mm was designed in the chip. As shown in Fig. 6 and a movie clip (ESI† 

Movie S3), for the conventional hydrostatic pressure-driven passive micropump without 

autofill function, the liquid level difference between the IMR and OMR dramatically 

dropped, with a decreased flow rate from 0.935 mL/min to 0.0436 mL/min over around 9 

min. However, for the micropump enhanced with autofill function, the liquid level inside the 

IMR could be steadily maintained at the height of 4 cm determined by the LBC (i.e. DPHS). 

Since the liquid level inside the OMR was set to be 0.5 cm, the hydrostatic pressure drop 

between the IMR and OMR could be steadily maintained around 3.5 cm that resulted in the 

average flow rate between 1.0 mL/min and 1.1 mL/min with little fluctuation. It would also 
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persist for a considerable period of time until the liquid level inside the MSC was below the 

RELS (low siphon level), as shown in Fig. 6b (T=11 min). In the experiment, the average 

flow rate was characterized by using the gravimetric method, which was measured with an 

electric balance (FA1004 from Shanghai Liangping Instrument Co., Ltd. with a resolution of 

0.1 mg) by weighting the medium accumulated in the outlet medium reservoir driven by the 

micropump within a defined period of time.

Based on the relative flow rate between the inlet and outlet, there were two different refilling 

modes, as shown in a movie clip (ESI† Movie S4). If the flow rate in low siphon was higher 

than the drainage from outlet tubing, the IMR would be refilled intermittently to maintain 

the constant liquid level determined by the LBC and air bubbles only appeared inside the 

MSC during the refilling process. Otherwise, the IMR would be refilled continuously and air 

bubbles appeared all the time. However, in this case, the liquid level inside IMR decreased 

over time due to the inadequate medium supply and the stable flow rate could not be 

generated. In both cases, regardless of the different micropump configuration, the autofill 

function is always effective. However, for microfluidic- based applications, the intermittent 

refilling mode is normally performed due to the high fluidic resistance of narrow 

microfluidic channel compared with the diameter of the low siphon. Thus, the constant 

liquid level can always be well maintained through the autofill function of enhanced 

micropump to realize the stable flow rate inside microfluidic chip.

Characterization of the enhanced micropump

For the hydrostatic pressure-driven passive micropump, the flow rate inside the microfluidic 

device was dependent on the medium height difference between the IMR and OMR, as well 

as the dimensions of the microfluidic channels. As shown in Fig. 7a, for the same 

microfluidic device integrated with the enhanced micropump, the flow rate was linearly 

proportional to the predefined hydrostatic pressure drop between IMR and OMR, which was 

determined by the DPHS and the height of drainage tubing at OMR, respectively. The small 

error bar range also indicated that the flow rate under certain hydrostatic pressure drop was 

stable as the result of the siphon-based autofill function.

For one device in the same refilling loop, the refilling time in each circle would slightly 

increase as the cycle number increased, especially at the initial refilling stage, as shown in 

Fig. 7b. It is known that when supplementing a certain amount of air, the larger the confined 

space, the lower the pressure inside it. Similarly, the air volume inside MSC would increase 

gradually as its liquid level dropped, which resulted in the decreased flow rate at the DPLS 

to extend the refilling time. Specifically, the air space inside MSC was limited at the initial 

refilling stage (e.g. 0-24 cycles). When supplementing the air from high siphon during this 

stage, the pressure inside MSC would recover rapidly. As a result, the refilling time would 

increase as the cycle number increased with high sensitivity. When the liquid level inside 

MSC dropped to a certain height after several cycles (e.g. 25-37 cycles), the pressure 

recovery induced by the air supplement was less sensitive than that at the initial refilling 

stage. Then we observe that there is a plateau during the intermediate refilling stage. When 

the liquid level almost reached the bottom of MSC after more cycles at the final refilling 
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stage (e.g. >38 cycles), the sensitivity was pretty low that resulted in the great variance in the 

refilling time.

Besides the air volume inside the MSC, the diameters of both the low siphon and the high 

siphon would greatly affect the refilling time. As shown in Fig. 7c, the bigger the diameter 

of the low siphon, the shorter the refilling time. For example, to refill the liquid volume of 1 

mL, it would take an average of 132 s, 38 s, 17 s and 4.6 s for the high siphon with the same 

diameter of 1 mm and the low siphon with different diameter of 1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm and 4 

mm, respectively. It was because the bigger the diameter of the low siphon, the higher the 

liquid flow rate inside it. In addition, the faster the drop of liquid level inside the MSC, the 

higher the speed of bubbles coming from the high siphon. Similarly, for the low siphon with 

the same diameter, it would take a shorter refilling time for the high siphon with a larger 

diameter. As shown in Fig. 7d, to refill the liquid volume of 1 mL, it would take an average 

of 161 s, 39 s, 33 s and 30 s for the low siphon with the same diameter of 1 mm and the high 

siphon with different diameter of 1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm and 4 mm, respectively. In contrast to 

the influence of the low siphon on bubble speed, the bigger the diameter of the high siphon, 

the slower the speed of bubbles coming from the high siphon. However, the bubble size 

would be much bigger for the high siphon with a larger diameter. Although different 

diameter of both high siphon and low siphon had large effect on the refilling time, the 

influence sensitivity of low siphon would be much larger than that of high siphon.

Parallel and multiplexed micropump with high flexibility

By interconnecting multiple IMRs with tubing or other components (e.g. luer connectors, 

etc.), two or more parallel experiments for statistical analysis with the same flow conditions 

can be simultaneously conducted by using only one MSC, as shown in Fig. S2. Through the 

connected vessels effect, the liquid volume inside multiple IMRs will be maintained at the 

same height level that is determined by the DPHS inside only one IMR.

Furthermore, the respective high siphon from two different MSCs could be interconnected 

into one common high siphon through a four-way stopcock with four different operation 

modes, which could be flexibly switched during either the same or different refilling loop 

under the same hydrostatic pressure drop (Fig. 8 and ESI† Movie S5). For the MSCs with 

the same liquid, after the liquid volume inside one MSC was almost empty, the other MSC 

could be switched on to prolong the perfusion time, which would be suitable for long-term 

experiments without the need to frequently refill medium in the MSC. In addition, different 

solutions could be selectively loaded into the IMR to the predefined liquid level, which 

would be beneficial for versatile applications like the response of cultured cell/tissue to 

different chemical reagents or drug compounds. For example, after the formation of 

vascularized microtumors under the continuous cell culture medium perfusion coming from 

one MSC, drugs inside the other MSC could be switched on and added into the cultured 

tissue for anti-cancer drug screening applications [29].

Vasculogenesis by interstitial flow with the enhanced micropump

For ease of transport and use, both the size (13×5×6 cm3) and the weight (60 g) of the single 

disassembled system is small, and its assembly procedure is very simple, as shown in a 
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movie clip (ESI† Movie S6). All of the components can be easily acquired. Fig. 9a shows a 

prototype of the enhanced micropump with two parallel single assembled systems for in 
vitro vasculogenesis studies. Notably, the configuration of enhanced micropump may vary 

based on different microfluidic chips for specific biological applications. Here, two MSCs 

are placed on the ring stand above the IMRs that are fixed at the inlet ports of the 

microfluidic chip. Briefly, the bottom of the IMRs are immersed into the uncured PDMS and 

then placed on the inlet ports, which will form the solid connection after cured. The thread-

to-barb fittings are utilized to establish the interconnection between the MSC and siphon, 

which can also be sealed with uncured PDMS. The bent stainless steel needles of 

predetermined height are inserted into the outlet ports, and the culture medium flowing from 

the outlets of the microfluidic chip is guided into an empty cell culture flask, which acts as a 

waste container. For microfluidic chip, three central millimeter-sized diamond tissue 

chambers (1 × 2 mm) with one gel loading inlet and outlet are connected with two side 

square cross-sectional microfluidic channels (100 ×100 μm). The microfluidic channels are 

further coupled in an asymmetrical design with one medium inlet and outlet, which can 

generate the interstitial flow across the confined gel inside tissue chamber [29].

In the experiment, the hydrostatic pressure drop was steadily maintained at 10 mm H2O, and 

interstitial flow inside the tissue chamber was generated at a velocity of 0.31-2.55 μm/s in 

the horizontal direction and 2.44-19.4 μm/s in the vertical direction based on the simulation 

results, as shown in Fig. 9b. Under the stimulus of interstitial flow generated by the constant 

hydrostatic pressure drop, vascular fragments could be formed as early as day 3, and 

continued to develop into a capillary network through day 5 as previously described 

[14,28,29]. By day 7, the capillary network was lumenized and interconnected, and this 

could last for more than 14 days (Fig. 9c and ESI† Movie S7). Most importantly, besides the 

advantage of steady flow, the enhanced micropump also enabled long-term perfusion inside 

the incubator for up to 5 days without the need to supplement medium to the MSC or relevel 

the hydrostatic pressure drop between the IMR and OMR. This is 2 to 3-fold longer than our 

previous culture method, which needs medium change every other day [28].

Discussion

Compared with the traditional hydrostatic pressure-driven passive micropump, our enhanced 

micropump can provide a steady flow rate inside microfluidic devices for long periods 

without the need of additional complicated peripheral equipment. All the components can be 

easily acquired from most laboratories and replaced with high flexibility. For example, the 

supporting/clamping platform can be customized to hold multiple MSCs and fabricated by 

3D printing technology. It also can be designed into adjustable platforms, whose height can 

be flexibly moved up and down to adapt multiple settings. There is no doubt that the LBC is 

the core component of the whole system, which will directly determine the success of 

autofill function and its sensitivity. To make it more reliable, the standardization of the LBC 

should be further improved by using standard fittings like hollow screw and nut. 

Furthermore, the enhanced micropump can be applied to the liquid with different 

hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties. If the liquid inside the IMR is hydrophilic, the PTFE 

films on LBC with the hydrophobic property should be utilized. Otherwise, the hydrophilic 

PTFE films need to be selected.
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Here we have focused on a single medium reservoir module with siphon-based autofill 

function to maintain the high hydrostatic pressure. A further increase in the number of 

modules is possible for some applications that require different hydrostatic pressure drops 

with either the same or different liquid simultaneously. For example, for multi-organ-chip or 

body-on-chip applications, each organ has its own culture condition, which would 

communicate with each other by secreting and sensing a variety of biomolecules or 

metabolite. Therefore, multiple modules with either different medium types or different 

hydrostatic pressure drops can be placed on a single microfluidic chip to maintain the 

optimal condition for each organ as well as to study the organ-to-organ communications, as 

shown in Fig. S3.

While this enhanced micropump has many advantages, there are still some limitations. For 

example, although it can maintain the constant hydrostatic pressure drop to supply the steady 

flow rate, pulsatile flow conditions cannot be implemented directly. To solve this problem, 

the combination of microfluidic oscillator arrays with the enhanced micropump as the 

common gravity head can generate the pulsatile flow autonomously with a wide range of 

oscillation periods [30]. Another drawback of this micropump is that it can only provide 

low-pressure input to the microfluidic chips, which is only the limited hydrostatic pressure 

drop between the IMR and OMR. Although it’s very suitable for tissue culture and other 

biomedical researches, it cannot be used for applications needing high pressure or flow rate, 

such as droplet generation.

Conclusions

We have developed an enhanced hydrostatic pressure-driven passive micropump for versatile 

microfluidics-based applications, especially for cell/tissue culture. The configuration of the 

entire system is simple and portable, and the related components can be easily acquired. 

With the siphon-based autofill function, the steady flow rate with precise control can be 

autonomously and continuously supplied for long terms. The hydrostatic pressure drop can 

be flexibly adjusted by simply changing the position of the LBC inside the IMR, and the 

characterization results show that the refilling time will be directly influenced by the air 

volume inside MSC as well as the siphon diameter. With the integration of various fluidic 

regulators, the enhanced micropump can be further optimized to realize parallel or 

multiplexed medium delivery. Experimental results from a vasculogenesis assay demonstrate 

the effectiveness of this enhanced micropump for cell/tissue culture inside an incubator for 

14 days, allowing for the development of superior organ-on-a-chip applications.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Fig. 1. 
Schematic diagram showing the platform setup of the hydrostatic pressure-driven passive 

micropump enhanced with siphon-based autofill function.
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Fig. 2. 
Schematic diagram showing the working principle of siphon-based autofill function. (a) 

Liquid from both siphons during the initial filling process. (b) No liquid inside the high 

siphon due to the decreased pressure inside the MSC. (c) Cavitation inside the high siphon 

and air bubbles appearing inside the MSC. (d) No liquid inside both siphons and no air 

bubble appearing inside the MSC when the liquid level inside the IMR reached to the DPHS. 

(e) Activation of refilling process when liquid level inside the IMR dropping below the 

DPHS. (f) Autonomous repetition of refilling process.
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Fig. 3. 
Electric-fluidic circuit analogy of siphon-based autofill function. (a) Electric circuit of 

variable capacitor charging process to simulate the air supplementation inside the MSC 

during the refilling process. (b) Electric circuit of fixed capacitor charging process to 

simulate the liquid filling inside the IMR during the auto-filling process.
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Fig. 4. 
Schematic diagram showing the sensitivity analysis of autofill function. (a) Liquid column 

formation inside the high siphon to block the air supplementation into the MSC. (b) Low 

sensitivity of liquid level drop inside the IMR through a certain distance to reactivate the 

autofill function.
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Fig. 5. 
Schematic diagram showing the LBC design and operation optimization. (a) Schematic view 

of the LBC configuration with PDMS and gas permeable/liquid impermeable film, and its 

integration at the DPHS to prevent liquid column formation during the refilling process. (b) 

Lift up the high siphon when its top end is immersed into liquid inside MSC to eliminate 

liquid column formation during the initial filling process. (c) No liquid column formation 

during initial filling process if the top end of the high siphon is immersed into air inside the 

MSC.
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Fig. 6. 
Comparison experiment to test the effectiveness of the enhanced micropump with siphon-

based autofill function. (a) Decreased hydrostatic pressure drop for conventional micropump 

without autofill function. (b) Constant hydrostatic pressure drop for enhanced micropump 

with siphon-based autofill function. (c) Quantitative analysis of flow rate obtained from 

hydrostatic pressure-driven passive micropump with and without autofill function over time.
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Fig. 7. 
Quantitative analysis of the characteristics of enhanced micropump with autofill function. 

(a) Good linear relationship with small error bar range between hydrostatic pressure drop 

and flow rate. (b) Refilling time in each cycle slightly increased as the cycle number 

increased in the same refilling loop. (c) The bigger the diameter of the low siphon, the 

shorter the refilling time (liquid volume:1 mL). (d) The bigger the diameter of the high 

siphon, the shorter the refilling time (liquid volume:1 mL).
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Fig. 8. 
Multiplexed micropump with the integration of four-way stopcock for selective liquid 

perfusion into the IMR at the predefined liquid level. (a) Prototype of the multiplexed 

micropump. (b) Four operation modes controlled by the switch of four-way stopcock with 

high flexibility.
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Fig. 9. 
Application of the enhanced micropump system for sustaining an in vitro vasculogenesis 

model. (a) Prototype of system setup for tissue culture inside incubator. (b) Microfluidic 

chip design and simulation on the interstitial flow profile across tissue chamber for 

vasculogenesis. (c) Microvascular network formation inside tissue chambers throughout 14 

days. Scale bar: 100 μm.
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